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Abstract 

The fragmentation properties of high-p^ jets are investigated using new data from tl 
ISR and the SPS collider. Effects from gluon radiation are clearly demonstrated by com
parison with a state-of-the-art model including QCD part on cascade evolution and strln 
hadronization, which gives in general good agreement with the data. Differences between 
quark and gluon jets are discussed as well as (?2-dependent scaling violation effects. 

1 Introduction 

In spite of the success of perturbative QCD to describe many experimental observations, Uie jet 
production properties I , we still lack a basic understanding of the jet fragmentation process. In 
fact, the confinement induced transition from pertubatively produced partons to experimentally ob
servable hadrons is one of the major unsolved problems in high energy physics. Nevertheless, phe-
nomenologically successful! models have been developed to describe the observations and systematize 
our experiences from different kinds of interactions. To the extent that these models are not just 
parametrizations of data, but rather based on more or less elaborate physical models, they can have 
a large predictive power leading to useful tests of t ie underlying assumptions of the models. 

The last few years have seen significant improvement on the perturbative description of jet evo
lution. The dynamics of the parton branching processes leading to a cascade of partons can thus be 
simulated by Monte Carlo methods and the subsequent non-pert urbative hadronization be modelled 
to obtain a complete description of the jet. These models must, of course, be confronted with experi
mental observations and the recent results [2,3.4^ on high-p^ jets produced at CERN in high energy 
hadronic collisions are here of primary interest. In this paper we perform such a comparison with a 
particular model [5,6] which represents the present understanding of jet fragmentation. In section 2, 
the model is discussed in some detail and in section 3 the data sample is described. Section 4 contains 
tne actual comparison and we end with a more general discussion in section 5. 
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. è 2 The model 

There are several Monte Carlo implementations 5,7-H 1 to simulate high-p_ jet phenomena in hadron-
hadron scattering. Their basic ingredients are similar although they differ in details of both the 
perturbative and non-perturbative parts (for a review see '12]). For the detailed calculations we use 
the Lund program [5,6]. Other models should give essentially the same overall results although they 
will differ in details. 

The starting point is the hard parton scattering cross-section in QCD. 

d<r = £ /,<*!, Q2) • fA*t*Q2) • ^ f dxxd**di (1) 

including all leading order (aj) 2 — 2 parton level processes. We use the structure function para-
metriz&tions of ref. •13j, but note that this choice is of little importance for the fragmentation prop
erties. The two partons emerging from the hard scattering can be off mass sheU. u to 0\Q). and 
are therefore expected to emit bremsstrahlung gluons to produce a shower of partons a* illustrated in 
Fig. 1. The details of such a parton cascade evolution has been examined by several authors 14.15' 
with the common feature of using the Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions for each separate branching. 
This is justified by the factorization of the rascade cross-section into the product of the -jrobabilities 
for each separate branching provided that the (offshell) parton masses are strongly ren red in each 
branching. This results in an iterative procesr, suitable for Monte Carlo simulation, whic is stopped 
when the parton masses axe below a chosen cut off value. \T^t. Together with \QCD ~"'iS c u t °R 
regulates the amount of bremsstrahlung emitted. Interference effects between soft gluon are taken 
into account by the angular ordering method of ' l o \ 

The perturbative approximation become less reliable and eventually breaks down when the virtual 
parton masses become small. This is due to the increase of a, with the decrease of the momentum 
transfer which is related to the virtually, m2. of the parent parton in a particular branching. The 
parameter (,_,, determines the border line between the perturbative and non-perturbative regions of 
QCD. Unfortunately, there is no theoretical motivation for the choice of a particular t^, value. It is 
rather related to ones confidence in the periurbative QCD cascade approach as well as the method used 
for hadronizing the resulting parton state. A complete model which includes the soft hadronization 
should, however, have as little dependence as possible on the exact value chosen for this parameter. 
This is discussed in ref. 16! for a few alternative hadronization models. 

In the Lund approach -17!, which is used here, a colour triplet string connects all partons according 
to their colour ordering which is known from the perturbative cascade. Thus, thç string can have a 
rather complicated topology, e.g. being stretched from a quark via several gluons before ending up 
on an antiquark. This requires the improvements of the mode] developed in ref. 1Sj to handle short 
string segments between nearby partons. As shown in 16.19;. the string model provides the required 
stability with respect to t^ changes, 

Parton cascade evolution also occurs as a result of gluon radiation from the incoming partons before 
they make the hard scattering. Fig. 1. This is included according to the 'backwards* evolution scheme 
of 20;. For the fragmentation properties of the high-p_ jets studied here, this is of less importance 
and will not be discussed in detail. The string treatment of beam-jets is also of less importance, 
although both of these issues will influence the low-p_ background under the high-pj. jets and thereby 
the soft part of the jet. Since most jet properties investigated in this study are dominated by the more 
energetic particle? this is usually not a problem, but when sofi particles do play a role we take special 
precautions as discussed below. 
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3 The data sample 

The data from the UA1 collaboration [4] used for this study is based on the 1983 run at y/& — 546 
GeV with an integrated luminosity of 118 nb'1. Details of the trigger and selection criteria are given 
in [4,21]. In short, the events were obtained by a hardware trigger on central jets with E_ larger than 
a threshold varying between 15 and 25 GeV*. To avoid trigger bias effects, essentially only away jets. 
i.e. jets opposite to the trigger jet, were used in the analysis giving 10.007 jets satisfying: 

• iifcrtj < 1.4 or 1.7 < n j e ( j < 2.5 

• Putt > 15 GeV (with < p±Jtt >- 39 GeV) 

This sample corresponds to a clean two-jet topology where events having a third jet with p l 3 > 
0.2 < P±i*P«!t or cos9l't < 0.S were removed (0$ is the angle of the third jet with respect to the 
beam m the parton-parton c.ra.s,). The removal of three-jet events has only a small influence on the 
longitudinal fragmentation properties, but significantly affects the transverse properties as discussed 
below. 

The energy and direction of a jet as obtained from the calorimeter measurement and jet finding 
algorithm are corrected for experimental inefficiences using a method based on jet simulation with 
ISAJET 7' combined with detector simulation 21.. The 'true* jet momentum was hereby considered 
to be given by the parton from the hard scattering before final state radiation and h adrogat ion . This 
can be noticably different from. e.g.. defining the jet momentum from all hadrons inside a particular 
cone. We also note that, in ISAJET. a gluon is fragmented as a quark of random flavour and therefore 
the only difference between a quark- and gluon-initiated jet lies in the pertuibarive cascade. This may 
underestimate the difference of quark and gluon jets. However, the energy corrections applied to the 
data are global, i.e. flavour independent. 

A charged particle is assigned to a jet if its track is close enough to the jet axis as measured in the 
space of pseudorapidity and azimuthal angle, i.e. 

- _ / ? = v'fHjet ~ TJtracJt}2 - (Ojet ~ Otratk ) ' 1 ! • ( 2 j 

and its fractional jet momentum not too small 

Pj» " 

The model events were obtained by the Monte Carlo program of ;5.6 and criteria applied so as to 
resemble the experimental situation. Jet events were defined by a minimun transverse momentum of 
33 GeV in the hard scattering and, due to the mentioned correction procedure, jet momenta defined 
by the offshell parton emerging from this 2 — 2 process. Only jets within the experimental region 
of acceptance were used although essentially the same results are found if all jets are included in the 
analysis. Hence, the effects due to limitations in the experimental acceptance is generally small. With 
the effects from the initial state bremsstrahlung, the p_ distribution of jets is in reasonable agreement 
with the experimental one. although the latter has a longer tail to smaller p_ due to the trigger and 
efficiency properties. The kinematics of the two-jet system like momentum transfer Q2 and invariant 
mass .Vfjj of the two-jet system, also show good agreement. The subprocesses occuring in the selected 
event sample are 19e"" qq — qq. -\G% qg — qg and ZS% gg — gg [q is here a quark or antiquark of any 
Savour). Gluon jets, which globally make up 58"7 of the jet sample, dominate for central rapidities. 
T) -r 1, and in the low transverse energy region. £"_ - 70 GeV. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Inclusive jet properties 

We first consider the inclusive fragmentation function 

for charged particles with ; defined as in eq. (3). Fig. 2 shows the UA1 data [4] and for comparison 
also ISR data from the AFS collaboration [3]. The reason for the collider jets to be considerably softer 
is two-fold. Firstly, they are dominated by gluon jets, =s 60% according to the model, whereas the 
ISR jet sample contains 5: 70% quark jets. Secondly, the harder interaction at the collider, resulting 
in < p 1 ; e r >= 39 GeV compared to 13 GeV at the ISR. leads to stronger scaling violations; an effect 
which is also more accentuated for the colour octet source of a gluon jet. These effects are also borne 
out in the Monte Carlo calculations. A few comments on model parameters are. however, needed at 
this point. 

Based on the assumption of universality of the non-perturbative hadronization process, the param
eters of the string fragmentation model was kept at their values obtained from comparisons with data 
from e^e" annihilation and deep inelastic scattering. In this approach therefore, only the parameters 
of the parton cascade evolution can be modified. For \QCD w e u s e 250 MeV after having verified that 
reasonable variations do not give significant changes of the examined observables. The parton shower 
cut off can he chosen in the range 2 < v^cur < 4 GeV to obtain equally good agreement with the 
UA1 data (both for D(z) and the following pL spectra). A lower value, like 1 GeV, can in fact also 
be accomodated together with a change of the fragmentation parameters itill in agreement with e~ c~ 
data. The large-- region of the AFS data, although having large systematic errors as indicated, favours 
a larger value and hence we use v^cZt = 4 GeV. Still, the limit as ; — 1 is not well reproduced by the 
mode] which has a behaviour D[z) — 0 not observed in the data. This may indicate an inadequacy 
of the fragmentation model, but we note that the z — 1 limit of the collider data is well reproduced 
as is also the case with e~e~ data 22' and that the systematic eirors in this r-region are usually 
dominated by the jei energy determination. For very low ; . where ïhe underlying event contributes, 
the model simulation is not expected to be perfect because of the lack of understanding of the beam 
jets. Nevertheless, the model reproduces both ISR and SppS data quite well o\ r r essentially the whole 
;-range. 

Whereas the importance of the QCD parton bremsstrahlung process for collider jets is clearly 
demonstrated by comparing with the model result without it. dashed curve in Fig. 2a, its effect on 
ISP. jets is rather small. An important feature of the model is the considerably softer spectrum of 
gluon jets as compared to quark jets, illustrated by the dotted lines in Fig. 2 which represent pure 
gluon Monte Carlo samples. This, together with the difference in scaling violations, accounts for 
the significantly softer gluon dominated collider jet sample compared to the quark dominated ISR 
jet sample. It is worth noting, however, that in spite of the dominance of gluon jets in the global 
collider jet sample, quark jets give the dominant contribution in the large z region due to their harder 
fragmentation function, see Fig. 2a. In this region therefore. th<- difference between ÏSR and collider 
jets are mainly due to scaling violation effects at the different Q~ scales. 

Another aspect of the longitudinal fragmentation of a jet is <hown by the rapidity distribution of 
particles along the jet axis. Fig. 3. which reveals the expected rapidity plateau. The model without 
cascade gives a significantly lower plateau and a corresponding .onger tail to iar^ ~ rapidities whereas 
the complete model gives a good description of the data. We note that the large rapidity tail, which 
corresponds to small angles (y =• 4 and 5 correspond approximately to 2 and 1 degree respectively J. 
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is sensitive lo the precise jet axis definition. By extrapolation of the rapidity plateau to y = 0 as in 
"4i a jet multiplicity can be defined by integrating the distribution. In Fig. 4 this multiplicity is given 
as a function of the two-jet invariant mass, MJ}. The faster increase of the gluon jet multiplicity is 
compensated by the reduced rate of gluon jets with increased Mj:, With the quark-gluon mixture of 
the model, good agreement with the data is obtained* taking the systematic error ( r l particle both 
in data and model) of the extrapolation method in account. Extrapolation of the TASSO 23j quark 
jet multiplicities to collider energies (not explicitly shown) gives a reasonable agreement, within this 
systematic error, although a tendency for lower energy collider jets to have a larger multiplicity than 
expected from such an extrapolation can be observed. This may be related to the underlying event at 
the collider. 

By integrating the distribution z • D{z), the fraction of the jet momentum carried by charged 
particles was found to be < p',h/pJ<( >= 0.47 - 0.02 ~ 0.05 in the L'AI data '4\. A similar value. 0.5. 
was found by AFS [3j. Given the size of the errors, the large event-by-event fluctuations of the charged 
energy fraction and the z — 0 extrapolation, we do not consider this result significantly different from 
the Monte Carlo result of 0.61. Although this ratio varies with z, the small r-cut used feq. (3)) implies 
a negligible bias. 

Turning now to the transverse fragmentation properties within a jet. we show the inclusive p_ 
distribution of charged particles. Fig. 5. and the variation of the meanp_ along r he jet. i.e. <. p^ > {:) 
in Fig. 6. The jet axis is here defined by the momentum sum of all charged particles in the jet rather 
than by the calorimeter to avoid systematically overestimated relative p^ . In fact, the Monte Carlo 
result depends more on the details of the jet sample selection and the jet axis definition than on the 
model parameters, like *„,(. The rejection of three-jet events does, e.g.. significantly reduce the rate 
of high-p_ particles and thereby decrease the < p_ >. The Iow-p_ part of the distribution in Fig. 5 
depends sensitively on the cut applied to remove soft particles from the underlying event as illustrated 
with the two r-cuts shown for the data. Therefore, a small mismatch between data and model for 
the effective --cut used may cause the observed difference at low p_ . Due to the exponential fall-off 
with p_ the low-p„ region is important for the mean value, thus <. p_ >= 730 and ?50 MeV c in the 
data for ; > 0.05 and 0.1 respectively. The slightly underestimated ••- p_ -> of the model. Fig. 6. is 
thus partly related to its excess of low-p ± particles in Fig. 5 and partly to the jet axis definition as 
mentioned. For the large-p_ region the r-cut is of no importance. Here, however, the strong effect 
from the gluon radiatior.. as treated in the part-on cascade, is clearly seen by comparing with the 
result obtained without it (dashed curve in Figs. 5 and 6). The ability of the QCD cascade model to 
describe the p_-spectrum and the increase of -, p_ :• from ISR to the collider energies lends strong 
support to it. 

4.2 Quark and gluon jet results 

A method to assign a flavour to each observed jet was devised in 4.21 . From the measured two-jet 
kinematics, incoming parton momenta ( * i . r ; ) and hard scattering variables (s.i.U) are calculated 
and the subprocess cross-section 

, d& 
at 

used to define the probability for a particular subprocess 
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where the summation is over all 2 — 2 processes. The probability for a jet to be a gluon is then 
defined by 

and Pq = 1 - Pg is the probability that it is a quark jet. Jets with Pg > 0.55 define a gluon enriched 
sample and those with Ps < 0.35 a quark enriched sample. A further requirement of [cosff*\ > 0.25, 
where #* is the scattering angle in the parton c.m.s., was imposed to avoid ambtgous configurations. In 
order to take the finite probabilities into account and estimate the pure quark and gluon distributions. 
a system of linear equations (see ,4,21] for details) was solved, for each ;-bin, to obtain the experimental 
quark and gluon jet fragmentation functions in Fig. "• (Note the restriction s < 0.5 in this figure, 
due to large statistical uncertainties for larger z-values.) 

In order to separate the quark-gluon differences from scaling violation effects, the Q :-range is 
here restricted to 1600 < Q2 < 2600 GeV 2. The gluon jets are. as expected, observed to be softer 
than the quark jets although the difference is not quite as pronounced as in the model calculation. 
A possible reason for this discrepancy could be the global jet energy correction applied to the data. 
If gluon jets are indeed softer than quark jets, their energy correction should be larger. An energy 
correction proportional to the gluon jet probability gives indeed a tendency for a larger difference, but 
this systematic uncertainty was estimated to be smaller than the statistical errors and was therefore 
not used 21]. If gluon jets, as expected, are wider than quark jets they will loose more energy outside 
the ^.R = 1 cone. In the Monte Carlo events a typical energy loss is thus 12% for gluon jets and 9% 
for quark jets, but with a longer tail to larger energy losses for the gluon jets. Using a weighted mean 
value for the energy correction will thus tend to underestimate (overestimate) the gluon (quark) jet 
energy and thereby tend to produce a too hard (soft) gluon (quark) fragmentation function and thus 
reduce their difference. 

Another possible difference between quark and gluon jets is their content of neutral and charged 
particles and the resulting electromagnetic and hadronic energies to which the calorimeter respond 
differently. Although the global charged energy fraction is found to be the same for quark and gluon 
jets in the data ]4i. it may be different for high energy particles. Within our model a gluon jet does 
indeed have relatively more high energy neutral particles, essentially T 0 , S giving photons to be absorbed 
in the electromagnetic calorimeter, as compared to a quark jet. A calorimeter *c, >'-ratio larger than 
unity which is not fully corrected for will thus lead to a systematic difference of the measured energy 
of quark and gluon jets. If however gluons hadronize as a qq pair or a quark of random flavour, like 
assumed in ISAJET used for the energy correction estimate, this difference will not be present. 

On the theoretical side there is the uncertainty that quark and gluon jet production cross-sections 
may have different higher order corrections which are not taken into account in the jet flavour assign
ment and which would affect the purity of the quark and gluon samples. Given the possible differences 
between quark and gluon jets just mentioned, it would be desirable to make energy corrections for 
quark and gluon jets separately. From the above discussion it is also clear, however, that this is ex
tremely difficult to do in a model-independent way. The procedure of global energy corrections chosen 
for the data has only little model dependence. It need not, however, give the proper results for quark 
and gluon jets separately; a reduced quark-gluon difference may result as indicated. 

The expected larger width of a gluon jet relative to a quark jet is shown in Fig. 8 in terms of the 
particle flow in the rj - & space, i.e. Ù.R, relative to the calorimetric jet axis. Again the quark-gluon 
difference is slightly larger in the model. Given the uncertainties discussed above, we do not consider 
these differences between model and data to be significant enough to provide a real discrepancy. 

Extending the method for jet flavour assignement in an obvious way to include also individual 
quark flavours it becomes interesting to relate the parton charges to the observed jet charges, defined 
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by Ç j e t = V, Q, • zt ' with summation over all tracts in the jet. The Tesults, shown in Table 1, agrees 
with the expectations from the model. 

Table 1 Charges for flavour assigned jets 1 

j Jet flavour < Qjtt > data < Qjtt > Monte Carlo 
' gluon -0.03 = 0.01 0.0 
i u-quark -0 .15*0 .03 -0.19 , 
J û-quark -0.15 ±0.03 -0.19 | 

1 For the data, the jet Savour is defined by requiring that the corresponding probability 
is larger that 0.5, e.g. PQ > 0.5, whereas the Monte Carlo results are obtained from a 
mixture of the known parton flavours to obtain the same probability. For the data an 
additional systematic error of approximately ±0.02 should be added. 

4.3 Scaling violation effects 

To study scaling violation effects the data sample was divided into a low and high Q2 region, 1000 \. 
Q2 * 1600 and 2600 •; Q2 •'. 4000 GeV 2 respectively. In order to avoid a varying quark-gluon mixture, 
which could introduce other variations than chose due to the change of momentum transfer scale, this 
mixture was kept essentially fixed by selecting a gluon enriched sample with P9 > 0.5. A corresponding 
quark enriched sample suffers from limited statistics and was therefore not used. For the Monte Carlo 
result, pure quark and gluon jet results were mixed to obtain the same mean gluon probability of 
< P9 >= 0.65 as in the data sample. The value of Q2 is in both cases calculated from the 'measured' 
two-jet kinematics using the definition Q2 = .-., Jff" , 3 • 

The resulting Ç2-dependence is shown in Fig. 9 for both the longitudinal and transverse jet 
properties. The variation of the data is in the direction anticipated, i.e. softer and wider jets at larger 
Q2. The variation seem, however, to be slightly larger than that of the model. We note that, frum the 
theoretical point of view, only small effects are anticipated since they scale with InQ2 only. In order to 
verify that the model results shown are not sensitive to parameters in the calculation, we have varied 
•\QCD an^ tç^t within reasonable limits and found the same magnitude of the Q2 variation. Also a 
change of the offshellness scale, and its relation to the hcvrd scattering variables. O2 and parton-parton 
invariant mass i, does not lead to a significantly stronger O2 dependence. Furthermore, a simple cross 
check with another parton cascade evolution implementation 15; gives essentially the same result and 
we therefore conclude that the model result shown is very stable against variations of the theoretical 
framework. 

We. note that more important variations occur through changes of the relative quark-gluon mixture 
in the two samples. The gluon probability distribution is, however, essentially the same for the two 
data samples. To obtain an increased Q2 dependence, the relative rate of gluon jets would have to 
increase with Q2 contrary to normal expectations, unless higher order corrections (K-factors) invalidate 
this. We thus conclude that the Q2 dependences expected from the QCD evolution is home out by 
the data, which show a tendency to be somewhat stronger than anticipated although the precision of 
the data is not high enough for a firm conclusion on this point. 

5 Discussion 

The SP5 collider jets studied here are produced at an energy scale which is an order of magnitude 
larger than previously available and therefore provides a challenge and interesting testing ground for 
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current models for jet evolution and fragmentation. We have thus carried out a first detailed study 
by comparing data with theoretical expectations based on an elaborate Monte Carlo model. Globally, 
the jet properties are as expected and can be satisfactorily described by the model. By comparison 
with lower energy jets, e.g. at the ISR, we demonstrate the importance of the scaling violation effects 
originating from the radiation processes at the part on level. The parton cascade approach based on 
QCD in the leading logarithm approximation is able to describe this feature quite well when combined 
with a realistic mode] for the subsequent soft hadronization process. Comparisons of Monte Carlo 
results with analytic QCD calculations 24] give additional support for the implementation of the 
parton cascade approach presented here. 

The main parameter, („, t , which sets the mass-scale of the boundary between the perturbative 
and non-perturbative evolution of the parton jet to the final hadrons was here chosen as sft^i - 4 
GeV. although a smaller value is acceptable by the UA1 data. The larger value used is only forced 
by the fragmentation function at large : observed for (quark) jets at the ISR. If this indication that 
non-perturbative effects set in at a mass scale of several GeV is verified by further studies, it would be 
important for our understanding of the hadronization mechanism. A consequence from such a scenario 
regarding heavy quark production in jets has been discussed in ref. 25;. 

We have verified that the model results shown in this paper do not depend sensitively on the 
parameters of the model, which is in fact rather stable to such parameter variations within realistic 
limits. A particularly interesting variation of the model is the use of a conventional model for the 
parton cascade evolution 26i. without the angular oidering prescription of 15] and therefore withou: 
taking soft gluon interference effects into account. We found no significant deviations compared to the 
coherent cascade and therefore conclude that, for the observables under investigation, the soft gluon 
interference do not produce observable effects. In ref. ;27; it has also been argued that the effects 
from the coherence are too small to be observable and well within the uncertainty associated with the 
parton cascade cutoff. 

The SPS collider also provides the first opportunity to study gluon jets at an energy where they 
are clearly separable from the remaining event. This is particularly interesting since it has not been 
possible so far to make detailed comparisons of gluon jet fragmentation models with data and they are 
therefore poorely understood as compared to quark jets. W'e have studied separate quark and gluon 
jet samples and found systematic differences in the way expected from models, although the data 
show slightly smaller quark-gluon differences than the model. These deviations could, however, follow 
from a non-complete quark-gluon separation of the data sample and, or a slightly underestimated 
difference in the energy correction procedure as discussed above. These differences may also indicate 
an inadequacy of the particular model used and we note that other gluon fragmentation models can 
certainly be conceived of. One possibility |28j, which can be included in the string model framework. 
is that a gluon stretches a colour octet field instead of two triplet fields as assumed in the Lund 
model [17\ The fragmentation properties of such an octet field are. however, not known so that 
modelling it would need new assumptions and parameters. One may expect thar it breaks by gluon 
pair production (rather than qq production) leading to glueballs and Sl*(3) singlets 291 resulting in 
more leading neutral particles in gluon jets as compared to quark jets. The idea of preconfinement 
leading to intermediate mass colour singlet clusters is another possibility 30.31 . It is. however, beyond 
the scope of the present paper to make a detailed comparison also with these models, in particular 
since they are not so well developed for high-pj. physics. 

The data also show a tendency for a somewhat larger Revolution of the jet properties than 
expected from the model. However, both these deviations are small and the precision of the data not 
high enough to really make a clear discrepancy wub respect to the model. The high-p_ jets in hadronic 
interactions can thus be described relatively well using perturbative QCD and soft fragmentation based 
on e~€~ data via the assumption of jet universality. We have in this study only considered the high-p_ 
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jets in an hadronic collision and neglected the underlying event with its spectator jets from the beam 
particle remnants. That part of the events is still poorely understood and provides a further challenge 
for model builders and Monte Carlo event generators. 

Acknowledgements. We are grateful to T. Akesson and T. Sjdstrand as well as members of the 
UA1 collaboration, in particular M. Delia Negra, for interesting and helpful discussions. 
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Figure captions 

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of high-p_ scattering with initial and finai state parton radiation. 

Figure 2 Fragmentation functions, eq. (4), of high-p_ jets at SPS collider (a) and ISR (bi energies. 
Data from CA1 4' and AFS '3: collaborations with statistical (full) and systematic Idashed) 
error bars. The curves represent the model with the parton cascade included (full) and ex
cluded (dashed), with quark and gluon jets mixed according to their relative cross-sections. 
Pure gluon jets including cascade are also shown (dotted curve) for r j-nparison. 

Figure 3 Rapidity distribution of charged particles along the jet axis. I'AI data for jec-jet mass's 
100 < itfjj < 120 GeV compared to mode] with (full curve) and without (dashed curve) 
parton cascade evolution. 

Figure 4 Charged particle multiplicity. .Y^, as defined in the text, of jets in a jet-jet sy-!em of mass 
\f1}. Data from CAl [4. UA2 '2' and TASSO 23 compared with model results for quark 
and gluon jets separately as well as their proper mixture. 

Figure 5 Transverse momentum distribution of charged particles with respect to the jet axis. UAl 
4̂ data and model curves respresenting the inclusion (full curve) and omission (dashed 

curve) of gluon bremsstrahlung effects. 

Figure 6 Mean transverse momentum of charged particles with respect to the jet axis. VA1 4 and 
AFS 3 data compared to the model. Full (dashed) curve is with (without) parton cascade 
at collider energies. Dotted curve is for ISR jets including parton cascade. 
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Figure 7 Fragmentation function for quark and gluon jets, extracted as discussed in the text, from 
UA1 (4j data compared to model predictions for pure jet samples. (Note the restricted 
range of the z-variable.) 

Figure 8 Particle flow relative to jet axis, measured by ÙR in i; - <p space, for purified quark and 
gluon jet samples of UA1 data and Monte Carlo model. 

Figure 9 Fragmentation function (a) and charged particle p^ relative to jet axis (b) for gluon enriched 
jet sample at two <?2 scales showing scaling violations in UA1 data and Monte Carlo model. 
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